BIM in-house talent available to build their own specified into larger, more complex project plans. bim-ready content are 10 times more likely to be files that exceed industry standards and give you a competitive advantage. That's where we come in.

The next generation of design and collaboration tools are already here. Site Analytics

CADdetails Metrics The most comprehensive tracking and reporting available to provide the most in-depth tracking data in the industry. Included with every CADdetails subscription. Network participation is access to a growing community of CAD/BIM professionals, you're making your products, as well as, the CADdetails development team use 2D drawings and product images to create scaled and highly customized 3D models. These models are ready to drop directly into 3D project plans and rendered using the latest photo-realistic technology. The CADdetails development team uses 2D drawings and product images to create scaled and highly customized 3D models. These models are ready to drop directly into 3D project plans and rendered using the latest photo-realistic technology.

Give designers what they're looking for & get specified before your competition. CAD development designed for the future. Site Usage (Monthly Avg.)

528,000 Registered Users

4,565 New Users (Monthly Avg.)

59,860 Return Users (Monthly Avg.)

1,849,260 Pageviews

500,000 architects, engineers, contractors, and other design industry professionals

The CADdetails development team uses 2D drawings and product images to create scaled and highly customized 3D models. These models are ready to drop directly into 3D project plans and rendered using the latest photo-realistic technology. The CADdetails development team uses 2D drawings and product images to create scaled and highly customized 3D models. These models are ready to drop directly into 3D project plans and rendered using the latest photo-realistic technology.

Microstation, VectorWorks

BIM: Revit, ArchiCAD, DGN, Tekla

CAD Drawings

CAD details have been designed for the future. The CADdetails development team uses 2D drawings and product images to create scaled and highly customized 3D models. These models are ready to drop directly into 3D project plans and rendered using the latest photo-realistic technology. The CADdetails development team uses 2D drawings and product images to create scaled and highly customized 3D models. These models are ready to drop directly into 3D project plans and rendered using the latest photo-realistic technology.

3D SketchUp Development (SketchUp)

Our CAD/BIM Formats

2D: DWG, DWF, VWX, GIF, PDF

3D: DAE, FBX, OBJ

Our CAD/BIM Formats

Toronto, New York, London, Washington, DC, Sydney, Tokyo

The CADdetails development team uses 2D drawings and product images to create scaled and highly customized 3D models. These models are ready to drop directly into 3D project plans and rendered using the latest photo-realistic technology. The CADdetails development team uses 2D drawings and product images to create scaled and highly customized 3D models. These models are ready to drop directly into 3D project plans and rendered using the latest photo-realistic technology.

CAD Platform

Distribution Network

CADdetails is the leading provider of manufacturer-specific building product information, delivering to more than 500,000 architects, engineers, contractors, and other design industry professionals. The Microsite is an important part of CADdetails services. It allows participating clients to distribute their CAD/CAD details Network

Join the CADdetails Network today.

1-800-363-6644

sales@caddetails.com

Get Started with CADdetails Today!

Get Started with CADdetails Today!

SWA Group

Edgemoor

EDSA

Clark Nexsen

Ballinger

Array Architects

Black & Veatch

HMC Architects

Pennoni

DLR Group

Perkins Eastman

Perkins & Will

NAK Design Group

Ankrom Moisan

Smithgroup Inc.

HNTB

Ankrom Moisan

Smithgroup Inc.

HNTB
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